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Summary
The age of menopause is associated with fertility and disease risk, and its genetic control is of great interest.We use whole-exome sequences

from132,370womenintheUKBiobank to test forassociationsbetweenraredamagingvariantsandageatnaturalmenopause.Raredamaging

variants infive genes are significantly associatedwithmenopause:CHEK2 (p¼3.3310�51),DCLRE1A (p¼8.4310�13), andHELB (p¼5.73

10�7) with later menopause and TOP3A (p¼ 7.63 10�8) and CLPB (p¼ 8.13 10�7) with earlier menopause. Two additional genes are sug-

gestive:RAD54L (p¼2.4310�6)with latermenopauseandHROB (p¼2.9310�6)with earliermenopause. Ina follow-upanalysisof repeated

questionnaires inwomenwhowere initially premenopausal,CHEK2,TOP3A, andRAD54L genotypes are associatedwith subsequentmeno-

pause. Consistent with previous genome-wide association studies (GWASs), six of the seven genes are involved in the DNA damage repair

pathway. Phenome-wide scans across 398,569 men and women revealed that in addition to known associations with cancers and blood

cell counts, rare variants inCHEK2 are also associatedwith increased risk for uterine fibroids, polycystic ovary syndrome, andprostate hyper-

trophy; these associations arenot sharedwithhigher-penetrance breast cancer genes. Causalmediation analysis suggests that approximately

8% of the breast cancer risk conferred by CHEK2 pathogenic variants after menopause is mediated through delayed menopause.
Introduction

The age at naturalmenopause (ANM)varieswidely between

women, and understanding the biology of menopause

timing is important because early menopause is associated

with risk for cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis, and

late menopause is associated with risk for breast cancer.1

ANM is also strongly related to fertility, because natural

fertility ends on average 10 years before menopause.2

Genetic and environmental factors both correlate with

ANM. Lower socioeconomic status, fewer live births, not us-

ing oral contraceptives, and smoking have been consistently

associatedwithearlierANM.1Twin studies and family studies

established that ANM is a highly heritable trait.3,4 Popula-

tion-based genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have

identified many common polymorphisms associated with

ANM.5–11 These ANM-associated common variants are en-

riched at loci harboring genes involved in the DNA repair

and replication checkpoint process, such as BRCA1 (MIM:

113705), MCM8 (MIM: 608187), CHEK2 (MIM: 604373),

and HELB (MIM: 614539). A recent Mendelian randomiza-

tion (MR) analysis found an association between common

ANM-associated variants and breast cancer risk, but not

conversely between common breast-cancer-associated vari-

ants and ANM. This observation supports a causal relation-

ship between variation in lifetime endogenous estrogen

exposure (resulting from variation in the duration between

menarche andmenopause) and risk for breast cancer.11

GWASs are limited in their ability to identify causal

genes because the majority of associated common haplo-

types contain no coding variants, and the closest gene to
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a noncoding variant is not reliably the causal gene in the

absence of functional evidence. Indeed, the variants associ-

ated with ANM near tumor suppressor genes BRCA1 and

CHEK2 have not been the same pathogenic variants impli-

cated in breast cancer. To better identify causal genes for

ANM by discovering rare coding variants strongly associ-

ated with ANM, we used exome sequencing data from

132,370women in the UK Biobank. After identifying genes

where aggregated protein-truncating variants (PTVs) asso-

ciated with ANM, we then performed phenome-wide anal-

ysis of quantitative traits and disease diagnoses in carriers

of these variants across 398,569 exome-sequenced individ-

uals in the UK Biobank.
Subjects and methods

UK Biobank study
The UK Biobank consists of approximately 500,000 volunteer par-

ticipants, who were aged 40–69 years when recruited between

2006 and 2010.12,13 Both array genotyping and whole-exome

sequencing have been performed on most of these partici-

pants.14 Data from genotyping, sequencing, questionnaires, pri-

mary care data, hospitalization data, cancer registry data, and

death registry data were obtained through application number

26041. Ethical oversight for the UK Biobank is provided by an

Ethics andGovernance Council which obtained informed consent

from all participants to use these data for health-related research.
Variant calling and definition
The source of genetic data for the main analysis was exome

sequencing data. DNA from whole blood was extracted and
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sequenced by the Regeneron Genetics Center (RGC) using proto-

cols described elsewhere.15 Of the variants called by RGC, addi-

tional quality-control filters, were applied: Hardy-Weinberg equi-

librium (among the white subpopulation) p > 10�10 and rate of

missing calls across individuals less than 2%. Variants were then

annotated using ENSEMBL Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) v.95,16

using the LOFTEE plug-in to additionally identify high-confidence

predicted PTVs (also known as predicted loss of function

[pLOF]).17 Variant effects were scored against all available tran-

scripts in ENSEMBL, and the most severe predicted impact was

retained. Because the most severe impact could be in a rarely ex-

pressed transcript, to ensure biological relevance of these bio-

informatic predictions, we used the ‘‘canonical’’ transcript to

create the description of variants in Human Genome Variation

Society (HGVS) nomenclature used in the discussion, and the in-

dividual strongest-associated missense and frameshift variants

referenced in the discussion were checked to ensure that they

had these predicted effects relative to the ‘‘canonical’’ transcript

according to VEP. Variants were also annotated with the Whole

Genome Sequence Annotator (WGSA)18 to add Combined Anno-

tation Dependent Depletion (CADD) scores19 to predict deleteri-

ousness of missense variants. For single-variant analyses, a minor

allele frequency filter was imposed such that only variants present

in at least 10 individuals with phenotype data were retained. For

rare variant burden analyses, variants were defined as rare if their

minor allele frequency was under 1%. Variants were aggregated in

each protein-coding gene as follows: PTV variants were defined as

variants with their most severe consequence from VEP as ‘‘stop

gained,’’ ‘‘splice donor,’’ ‘‘splice acceptor,’’ or ‘‘frameshift,’’ and

their confidence from LOFTEE as ‘‘HC’’ (high confidence).

Damaging missense variants were defined as variants with their

most severe consequence from VEP as ‘‘missense’’ and a CADD

score of 25 or greater. Genes were defined as implemented by

ENSEMBL v.95 and further filtered to retain only ‘‘genes with pro-

tein product’’ as currently defined by the HUGO Gene Nomencla-

ture Committee (HGNC) (accessed January 28, 2021).20

A supplementary source of genetic data, used only for single-

variant tests, was obtained from array genotyping. Genotypes

were called through chip typing and imputation as described pre-

viously.13 Variants were filtered so that imputation quality score (if

not directly genotyped) was greater than 0.8, missingness across

individuals was less than 2%, and minor allele frequency was at

least 10 carriers with data for the phenotype being analyzed.

Participant definition for overall analyses
An initial round of quality control was performed by RGC, which

removed subjects with evidence of contamination, discrepancies

between chromosomal and reported sex, and high discordance be-

tween sequencing and genotyping array data. Genetic relatedness

was calculated using the Pedigree Reconstruction and Identifica-

tion of a Maximum Unrelated Set (PRIMUS) algorithm,21 and an

‘‘unrelated’’ subpopulation was defined by removing all first- and

second-degree relatives, as well as some third-degree relatives;

these individuals were removed when performing time-to-event

(TTE) analyses and simple linear and logistic regression analyses,

andwere retained for REGENIEwhole-genome ridge regression an-

alyses. Principal-components analysis (PCA) was used to define a

European ancestry population as follows: among individuals in

the unrelated set who identified as white in the self-reported

ethnicity question (Field 21,000), PCA was performed using

high-quality common variants using the eigenstrat algorithm22;

variants for this initial round of PCA were filtered for missingness
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across individuals<2%,minor allele frequency>1%, excluding re-

gions of long-range linkage disequilibrium (LD),23 and indepen-

dence (pairwise LD r2 < 0.1). Principal components (PCs) were

then projected onto the related individuals who were held out

from the unrelated set, and all individuals greater than three stan-

dard deviations away from the mean of PCs 1–6 were removed as

ancestry outliers. A final PC estimation was performed in eigen-

strat on the remaining individuals, using the unrelated subjects

for PC determination and projecting the related individuals onto

these final PCs. This resulted in a set of 398,569 European ancestry

individuals with exome sequencing data available.
Phenotype sources
Themain source of phenotype data (from questionnaires, hospital

diagnoses, cancer and death registry, operations, and quantitative

traits) was a release of structured data by the UK Biobank Data

Showcase on February 1, 2021. Because general practitioner (GP)

data were available only in this format as International Classifica-

tion of Diseases 10th Revision (ICD10) diagnoses with two nu-

merals, to obtainmore specific GP data, we downloaded individual

GP records as a separate file from the UK Biobank (September 30,

2019, is themost recent update available) and translated diagnoses

from Read codes to ICD10 codes at three-numeral resolution.
Participant and phenotype definition for menopause

analysis
For menopause analyses, an initial set of women with exome-

sequencing data was considered. Self-reported data from the

touchscreen questions administered at the initial assessment cen-

ter visit were used as an initial filter. Women were retained in

downstream analyses only if they answered that they had not

yet had menopause, or that they had had menopause and knew

the age at which it had occurred. Women were excluded if their

answer to the menopause question was ‘‘not sure – had a hysterec-

tomy’’ or ‘‘not sure – other reason.’’ Women were further asked

whether they had ever had a bilateral oophorectomy or a hysterec-

tomy and were excluded if they answered that they did not know.

If they reported that they had had either procedure, they were

excluded if they were not able to report the age at which they

had had the procedure. Women were asked whether they had

used hormone-replacement therapy (HRT); women were excluded

if they did not know or did not answer the question, and those

who reported having used HRT were excluded if they were not

able to report the age at which they had first used HRT. Women

were excluded if the age they reported having an oophorectomy

was earlier or the same age as the age they reported menopause,

if the age they reported having a hysterectomy was earlier or the

same age as the age they reported menopause, and if the age

they reported first using HRT was younger than the age they re-

ported menopause. Premenopausal women were excluded if

they had ever used HRT or had a bilateral oophorectomy or

hysterectomy.

Additional data about potentially menopause-inducing opera-

tions were then obtained from inpatient hospital diagnoses and

operation codes. Hospital diagnoses for radiotherapy, chemo-

therapy for cancer or chemotherapy not otherwise specified, pro-

phylaxis for cancer, and follow-up care for those procedures,

were obtained corresponding to ICD10 codes Z40.0, Z51.0,

Z55.1, Z55.2, Z08.1, Z08.2, Z09.1, and Z09.2 and ICD9 code

V672. Operations for chemotherapy, radiotherapy, hysterectomy,

or bilateral oophorectomy were obtained corresponding to OPCS
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Classification of Interventions and Procedures version 4 (OPCS4)

codes X35.2, X37.3, X38.4, X70, X71, X72, X73, X74, X65, X67,

Y90.2, Y91, Y92, Q07, Q08, and Q22 and OPCS Classification of

Interventions and Procedures version 3 (OPCS3) codes 691, 692,

693, 694, 969, 681, and 961.1. The earliest possible calendar

year of menopause was derived by adding the age at menopause

to the year of birth. The earliest calendar year for any of these pro-

cedures for a woman was defined as the year of the procedure.

Postmenopausal women were excluded if they had any of these

procedures in the same year or earlier year than the earliest

possible calendar year of menopause, and premenopausal women

were excluded if they had had any of the procedures.

An additional 2,074 women were excluded from the main anal-

ysis because they had an age of menopause less than 40 years, and

an additional 43 women were excluded because they reported

menopause after 60 years of age or were premenopausal and

over 60 when interviewed. These women were used for subse-

quent replication analysis of extreme phenotypes. These exclu-

sions resulted in a set of 132,370 women for the main analysis

of menopause timing (119,986 of whom were unrelated).

A more restrictive subset of menopause data was then con-

structed as a subset of the main analysis set (‘‘neoplasm- and sur-

gery-free’’), which did not rely on the relative timing of potentially

menopause-inducingoperations, andwhichexcludedanyonewith

any neoplasm preceding the time of interview. Women were

excluded if they reported having had bilateral oophorectomy, hys-

terectomy, or physician-diagnosed cancer at the timeof their initial

assessment, regardless of the age atwhich thesehadoccurred, and if

they had any cancer or neoplasm diagnosis in the national cancer

registries in the year of the interview or earlier. Women were also

excluded based on procedures found in ICD10 or ICD9 hospital di-

agnoses and OPCS4 or OPCS3 operation codes in a calendar year

the same as or earlier than the interview, using the codes listed pre-

viously and also adding the following: ICD10 code Z40.0 (prophy-

lactic surgery for risk factors related to malignant neoplasms);

OPCS4 codes corresponding to all of chapter Q (operations on

the upper female reproductive tract), except for codes purely

relating to diagnostic examination: Q18, Q39, Q50, or Q55; and

OPCS3 codes corresponding to any operations on the female geni-

tal organs (670–739). This ‘‘neoplasm- and surgery-free’’ subset con-

sisted of 100,711 women (91,318 of whom were unrelated).
TTE analysis
The main discovery analysis consisted of a TTE analysis of the as-

sociation between carrier status of rare variants aggregated per

gene and menopause age. For each variant set, a Cox proportional

hazards model was constructed using the survival R package.24

A right-censored survival object was created where the status indi-

cator was zero for women who were premenopausal and one for

women who were postmenopausal, and follow-up time was the

age at interview for premenopausal (censored) women and age

at menopause for postmenopausal women. Ties were handled us-

ing the default method (Efron approximation). With this survival

object as the dependent variable, the independent variable in

each model was the presence (coded as one) or absence (coded

as zero) of at least one alternate allele from the variant set in

each individual; multiple variants and zygosity were not consid-

ered for the burden test because of the inability in our unphased

sequencing data to distinguish whether carriers of multiple het-

erozygous alleles should be treated as simple or compound hetero-

zygotes. Covariates were year of birth (to account for secular
Hum
trends in menopause age25) and the first 12 genetic PCs (to

account for associations arising purely from population stratifica-

tion). TTE was performed in the same manner for analysis of sub-

sequent menopause assessed in the subset of women who were

premenopausal at enrollment and for whom follow-up interviews

were available.

TTE was also performed for individual exome and array-typed

variants; these tests were performed as above, except the individ-

ual variable was the genotype of the individual variant, coded as

0 (homozygous reference), 1 (heterozygous), or 2 (homozygous

alternate.) When both exome and array data were available for a

variant, the exome genotype data were used; when only array

data were available for a variant, the association was calculated

only for the subset of exome-sequenced individuals who also

had array data available.

To determine the extent to which linkage disequilibrium was

driving multiple associations seen in regional patterns of single-

variant association results at theCHEK2,RAD54L, andHELB loci, as-

sociations in the region were tested again, including the genotypes

of top association signals as covariates in the regression (rs5762534

and rs555607708 at CHEK2, rs12142240 and rs12073998 at

RAD54L, and rs75770066 and rs4430553 at HELB).
Burden analysis
Secondary burden analyses were performed for menopause timing:

menopause status at interview, as a case-control trait, was tested us-

ing logistic regression with age at interview, year of birth, and the

first 12 genetic PCs as covariates; and age of menopause among

postmenopausal women, as a quantitative trait, was tested using

linear regression with year of birth and the first 12 genetic PCs as co-

variates. These regressions were performed using the glm function

in R. Genotype was coded as 0 or 1, equivalent to a dominant

model. Burden analysis was also performed for two extreme pheno-

types held out from the original analysis, primary ovarian insuffi-

ciency (POI) and menopause after 60 years of age; all women

from the original analysis were controls for these analyses.
Whole-genome ridge regression analysis
Becauseof knownissueswithhigh type1error ratewhenperforming

association tests between rare variants and rare diagnoses, and

because of potential confounding by population stratification even

when excluding closely related individuals, REGENIE v.2.2.426 was

used in addition to linear and logistic regression. REGENIE performs

a whole-genome ridge regression taking subject relatedness into ac-

count anduses a Firth approximation to estimate p values. REGENIE

was performed across the entire European-ancestry population,

including related individuals. REGENIEwas runwithdefault settings

for performing gene-based tests, except that the model type was set

to ‘‘dominant,’’ for consistency with the way in which variants

were collapsed in the main regression analyses.
Pathway analysis
To test for sets of genes enriched for associationwithmenopause,we

performedagenesetenrichmentanalysisprocedureonthecomplete

set of p values from the TTE analysis. For each genewith variant sets

in the analysis, we retained the smallest p value of the one or two

variant sets tested.We obtained Reactome pathways27 from theMo-

lecular SignatureDatabase28 (access date:May 5, 2021) andmatched

to our genes using Entrez IDs. For 1,561 gene sets with at least five

genes overlapping with genes in our TTE analysis, we performed a

one-sided Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test of whether TTE p values
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100079, April 14, 2022 3



of the gene set were enriched for lower p values relative to all other

genes in the TTE analysis. Because power of the TTE analysis for a

gene is related to the amount of variation in the gene (both number

of variants and their allele frequency spectrum), and this variation is

in turn related tobiological functiondue to varying strengthof selec-

tion and varying gene length, this could lead to confounding in our

analysis of p values. We therefore performed a permutation of

the per-individual phenotypic data, where participant IDs were

assignedtodifferentparticipants’phenotype information, including

yearof birth, age,menopause status, andage atmenopause,while re-

taining all original genetic data and PCs for the individual. We then

performed the TTE analysis on these permuted data, followed by the

geneset enrichmentanalysison the resultingpvalues. Becausegenes

retained their same number of variants and allele frequencies in this

analysis, any gene set enrichment owing only to association of bio-

logical function with variation patterns ought to still be enriched

when analyzing the permuted phenotype data.
Phenome-wide association studies (PheWASs)
For the variant sets significantly associated with menopause

timing and also for variant sets canonically associated with

breast cancer, phenome-wide association studies were per-

formed between carrier status of variants in each set and 3,489

diagnosis codes and 100 quantitative traits in 398,569 individ-

uals (363,973 of whom were unrelated). Diagnosis codes were

obtained from a combination of inpatient hospital diagnoses

(Field 41,270), causes of death (Field 40,001 and 40,002), the na-

tional cancer registries (Field 40,006), and GP clinical event re-

cords, which were available for a subset of individuals (Field

42,040). Diagnosis codes were tested at the ICD10 three-nu-

meral level and also aggregated at the two-numeral level; codes

were tested if the first character ranged from A to Q (Chapters 1–

17; to exclude nondiagnoses such as laboratory findings and

external causes) and if there were greater than 100 cases in

the entire biobank. Quantitative traits were selected from a vari-

ety of phenotypes available from UK Biobank fields; specifically,

a set of 100 non-redundant fields from four categories in the UK

Biobank Data Showcase, physical measures, blood counts, blood

biochemistry, and urine biochemistry, with at least 100,000 par-

ticipants, were inverse rank normalized using the RNOmni R

package.29 Regressions were performed using burden tests using

the glm function in R and followed up with REGENIE as

described above, with age, sex, country of recruitment (England,

Scotland, or Wales), availability of GP data, and the first 12

genetic PCs as covariates.

Two sex-stratified analyses were then performed to follow up on

PheWAS results. Both analyses used a very restrictive exclusion of

anyone with a record of neoplasm from any phenotype source at

any time. Among women, because of the focus on following up

hematological phenotypes, women who reported that they were

menstruating on the day of the assessment were excluded. This re-

sulted in 113,707 men and 76,307 women for further analysis. Re-

gressions were performed using burden tests and REGENIE as

described above, with the exception that for women, menopause

status was included as a covariate.

A final association analysis was performed testing all ANM-asso-

ciated variant sets with estrogen levels among the set of women

described for the above sex-stratified analysis. This regression

was performed using burden tests and REGENIE as described

above, including menopause status as a covariate and excluding

women menstruating on the day of assessment.
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Mediation analysis
Mediation analysis was performed using the R package media-

tion.30 Diagnosis dates from the cancer registry and inpatient

hospitalization diagnosis records were used to limit the analysis

to test only breast cancer occurring after 60 years of age as cases,

and women who were breast cancer free and over 60 years of age

as controls. Women currently younger than 60 years or who

died before age 60 were excluded. The analysis was also limited

to women who reported an ANM between ages 40 and 60 years

at the initial interview, to ensure for simplicity of the model that

breast cancer occurred after menopause.
Results

Gene-level associations with ANM

Among UK Biobank participants with exome sequencing

data currently available, we identified a subset of European

ancestry women for genetic analysis who had not experi-

enced any treatments that would preclude natural meno-

pause and used this subset for a range of analyses (summa-

rized in Figure 1). Of these, 86,056 reported being

postmenopausal and reported an age at menopause, while

46,314 reported being premenopausal at their initial inter-

view (Figure S1). We defined two sets of rare exome vari-

ants to aggregate for each gene: one set consisting only

of PTVs, also known as pLOF variants, and a second set

including both PTVs and rare missense variants bio-

informatically predicted to be deleterious. We analyzed

variant sets in genes that had at least 10 carriers in the sub-

population used for association analysis (12,462 genes

with enough PTV carriers and 15,462 genes with enough

PTV and missense carriers). We performed three associa-

tion tests for each gene: a burden test using current meno-

pause status (pre- or postmenopausal) as a case-control

trait in a logistic regression model, a burden test using

ANM among postmenopausal women as a quantitative

trait in a linear regression model, and a TTE analysis using

both groups jointly in a Cox proportional hazards model

(Manhattan plots, Figure 2; complete results, Table S1;

QQ plots and lGC calculations, Figure S2). In the TTE ana-

lyses, aggregated variants in five genes surpassed a conser-

vative threshold Bonferroni corrected for the total number

of genes and variant sets tested of p < 1.8 3 10�6: CHEK2

(both variant definitions), DCLRE1A (MIM: 609682) (both

variant definitions), and HELB (PTVs and missense com-

bined) with later menopause, and TOP3A (MIM: 601243)

(PTVs and missense combined) and CLPB (MIM: 616254)

(PTVs and missense combined) with earlier menopause.

The largest effect among these associations was for

CHEK2 PTVs, associating with later menopause (Figure 3).

At amore lenient threshold correcting only for the number

of genes tested for each variant set definition (p < 4.0 3

10�6 for PTVs only and 3.23 10�6 for PTVs and missense),

two additional genes were associated: RAD54L (MIM:

603615) (PTVs and missense combined) with later meno-

pause and HROB (MIM: 618611) (PTVs only) with earlier

menopause. All seven genes were separately associated
2



Figure 1. Flowchart of genome-wide analyses of menopause timing
with both ANM among postmenopausal women (burden

tested as a quantitative trait with linear regression) and

menopause status at the time of the interview among all

women (burden tested as a case-control trait with logistic

regression) (Table 1). We performed pathway enrichment

analysis of the complete p values using 1,561 gene sets

from the Reactome database; while no gene set reached a

Bonferroni-adjusted p < 3.2 3 10�5, the top enrichment

was for genes involved in DNA double-strand break repair

(Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon p ¼ 7.3 3 10�4) (Table S2).

Confirmatory analyses

To account for potential inaccuracy in recalling the timing

of hysterectomy and oophorectomy relative to menopause

in the interview data, which could have resulted in some re-

sidual surgically inducedmenopause events in our analysis,

we created a more conservative set of ANM values that

excludedwomenwith any self-reported or registry-recorded
Hum
cancer or gynecological operations before the date of the

questionnaire. All seven genes remained associated with

menopause in this subset of women at p < 0.05 (Table S3).

Although our discovery analysis excluded closely related

individuals, cryptic relatedness cannot be excluded as a

source of population stratification. To account for related-

ness, we repeated the quantitative trait and case-control an-

alyses using the REGENIE whole-genome ridge regression

algorithm,26 which accounts for genetic relatedness and

also provides better control of false discoveries when per-

forming case-control tests on rare variants; because related-

ness is explicitlymodeled, we did not remove close relatives

as we did for the Cox, linear, and logistic regressions. All of

these associations remained significant at p< 0.05 byREGE-

NIE (Table S4),with the exceptionofCLPB and the case-con-

trol menopause status trait (p ¼ 0.10).

We sought additional evidence outside of the discovery

dataset for these associations in two ways. First, we
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100079, April 14, 2022 5



Figure 2. Manhattan plot of genome-
wide scan of gene-level tests of meno-
pause timing
p value is from TTE analysis using a Cox
proportional hazards model.
performed a TTE analysis in a subset of 5,211 women who

were premenopausal at the initial interview and who

participated in a follow-up interview between 2 and 14

years later, 3,995 of whom were subsequently postmeno-

pausal and had a known ANM at the time of their most

recent follow-up interview. For all nine variant sets associ-

ated in the discovery analysis, the 95% confidence interval

(CI) in the follow-up analysis was consistent with that of

the discovery analysis. For CHEK2, RAD54L, and TOP3A,

rare variants were associated with menopause timing in

the follow-up interview at p < 0.05 (Table S5; Figure S3).

Second, we looked at two extreme phenotypes we had

excluded from the discovery analysis: 2,074 women with

POI, defined as menopause before the age of 40 years,

and 286 women with menopause after the age of 60 years,

performing a case-control analysis of these two pheno-

types with all women in the discovery ANM analysis as

the controls. At a threshold of p < 0.05 (for both a burden

test as a case-control trait with logistic regression and with

REGENIE), we detected a depletion of CHEK2 carriers and

an enrichment of TOP3A and CLPB carriers in women

with POI, and an enrichment of CHEK2 and HELB carriers

in women with menopause after 60 years of age (Table S6).

Association of individual rare and common variants with

ANM

Tomore thoroughly evaluate genetic mechanisms of associ-

ation withmenopause timing at these five loci, we tested all

individual codingvariants contributing to these associations

with at least 10 carriers (Table S7). Themost significant asso-

ciation in CHEK2 was rs555607708, a frameshift variant

(p.Thr367MetfsTer15; commonly known as c.1100del; p ¼
1.6 3 10�27) well studied as a pathogenic variant in breast

and other cancers, and the second most significant associa-

tion inCHEK2was rs587780174, another pathogenic frame-

shift variant (p.Ser422ValfsTer15; commonly known as

c.1263del; p ¼ 1.7 3 10�9); the strongest missense associa-

tion was with rs28909982 (p.Arg117Gly; p ¼ 1.3 3 10�4).

Themost significant association inDCLRE1Awas non-sense

(premature stop) variant rs41292634 (p.Arg138Ter; p¼7.53
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10�11), and the strongest missense as-

sociation in DCLRE1A was missense

variant rs11196530-A (p.Ile859Phe;

p ¼ 1.7 3 10�3). The most significant

association in TOP3A was missense

variant rs34001746 (p.Leu584Arg; p ¼
1.6 3 10�10), and the most significant

association in CLPB was missense

variant rs150343959 (relative to the

protein produced by canonical tran-
script ENST00000538039.6, p.Arg598Cys; p ¼ 8.2 3 10�6).

The most significant association in HELB was missense

variant rs140308412 (p.Lys615Glu; p ¼ 4.3 3 10�5). The

most significant association inRAD54Lwasmissense variant

rs28363218 (p.Arg202Cys; p¼ 7.1310�5), and themost sig-

nificant association in HROB was non-sense rs774881553-T

(p.Gln341Ter; p ¼ 2.7 3 10�3). We also re-ran the tests of

aggregated variants with a leave-one-out approach to test

the extent to which these individual variants contributed

to the gene-level associations. For all genes except TOP3A,

the gene-level association remained significant when hold-

ing out the strongest single-variant associations; for

TOP3A, missense rs34001746 appeared to explain the

entire association (p ¼ 0.50 for all other missense and

PTVs; Table S7).

We then broadened our analysis to 30,571 array-geno-

typed or exome-sequenced variants within each of the

seven gene bodies and 500 kb flanking, focusing on associ-

ations that would be considered significant in a GWAS (p<

5 3 10�8; Table S8; Figures S4–S10). No additional variants

at DCLRE1A or HROB were associated with menopause

timing. At TOP3A, four noncoding variants in addition

to missense rs34001746 were associated with similar sig-

nificance and were in strong linkage disequilibrium

(Figure S6). At CLPB, one intronic variant rs186195729

had a similar association to missense variant rs1503439

59 and was in strong linkage disequilibrium (Figure S10).

At RAD54L, CHEK2, and HELB, many common and rare

variants were significantly associated, consistent with a

previous GWAS of ANM by the ReproGen consortium,11

which identified noncoding associations at all three of

these loci and additionally identified coding variants asso-

ciated at HELB. We explored the independence of the asso-

ciations with themultiple variants at these loci by building

TTE models with genotypes of multiple variants as depen-

dent variables.

At RAD54L, conditional analysis suggested that the com-

mon GWAS variants rs12142240 (reported by ReproGen)

and rs12073998 (the strongest common-variant associa-

tion we found, which is in high linkage disequilibrium



Figure 3. Cumulative incidence of menopause among CHEK2
PTV carriers and non-carriers between the ages of 40 and 60
years. Shaded area is the 95% confidence interval from a survival
model fitted to the data.
with rs12142240) were in high linkage disequilibriumwith

all of the other genome-wide significant associations at the

locus, and rare missense rs28363218 remained nominally

significant at p ¼ 2.6 3 10�3, suggesting its independence

(Table S9). At CHEK2, conditioning on the genotype of the

commonGWAS variant rs5762534 (reported by ReproGen)

reduced the number of additional genome-wide significant

SNP associations from 34 to 7, while improving the signif-

icance of the association with rare frameshift rs555607708

(Table S10). Conditioning on both rs5762534 and

rs555607708, other common and rare variants remain

genome-wide significant, suggesting many independent

association signals at CHEK2. At HELB, conditioning on

the genotype of the strongest common GWAS association

(rs75770066, reported by ReproGen) increased the signifi-

cance of the association of a common variant haplotype

spanning the locus, which includes missense variant

rs4430553 (p.Leu191Pro); conditioning on both of these

variants, the strongest rare coding association with

rs140308412 remained significant (p ¼ 1.0 3 10�4; Table

S11), confirming many independent associations at HELB

as described previously.11

Other associations with menopause timing-associated

genes

To better understand the full spectrum of consequences

of rare coding variants in these seven genes, we per-

formed PheWASs for association with 3,489 diagnosis co-

des and 100 quantitative traits across 398,569 individuals

using burden tests and REGENIE (summarized in

Figure 4). Although DLCRE1A, RAD54L, TOP3A, HELB,

CLPB, and HROB had no associations reaching phe-

nome-wide significance (for the number of variant sets
Hum
and phenotypes tested, REGENIE p < 1.5 3 10�6),

CHEK2 was associated with many diagnoses and traits

(Tables S12 and 2).

Besides breast cancer and relateddiagnoses, raredamaging

variants inCHEK2were also associated with prostate cancer,

which has been previously reported.31 CHEK2 variants were

also associated with myeloid leukemia, consistent with re-

ports thatCHEK2 coding variants were associatedwithmye-

lodysplastic syndrome.32 We also found associations with

benign neoplasms: carcinoma in situ of the breast and leio-

myoma of the uterus (uterine fibroids). In addition to these

neoplasms, we also detected association between CHEK2

variants and diagnosis of polycystic ovary syndrome

(PCOS), prostate hyperplasia, and seborrheic keratosis.

Among quantitative traits, CHEK2 variants are associated

with many hematological parameters, most strongly with

increased lymphocyte count and increasedplatelet crit.Mul-

tiplehematological associationswithCHEK2werenoted ina

recent studyof 49,960 exome-sequencedUKBiobankpartic-

ipants, which the authors noted could be secondary to can-

cer treatment.15 To test whether these associations were

shared with other breast cancer genes, we performed Phe-

WASs on rare damaging variants in four other moderate- to

high-penetrance breast cancer genes (BRCA2 [MIM:

600185], BRCA1, PALB2 [MIM: 610355], and ATM [MIM:

607585])33 and found that the hematological associations

and non-breast cancer disease associations, with the excep-

tion of carcinoma in situ of the breast and prostate cancer,

were specific to CHEK2 (Tables 3 and S13; Figure 5).

We further tested the non-neoplasm associations in two

sex-stratified sub-analyses: an analysis of men who have

never been diagnosed with a neoplasm, and an analysis

of women from the original menopause analysis who

have never been diagnosed with a neoplasm, which also

conditioned on menopause status as a covariate and

excluded women menstruating on the day of the assess-

ment. We tested 14 hematological traits that were associ-

ated at p< 1.53 10�6 with either of the twoCHEK2 variant

sets and tested them in each subset against both variant

sets; in men, 23/28 tests remained significant at p < 0.05

by REGENIE, and in women, 24/28 remained significant.

We also tested two disease diagnosis associations in each

subset. Prostate hyperplasia remained associated with

CHEK2 among neoplasm-free men and PCOS remained

associated with CHEK2 among neoplasm-free women. Seb-

orrheic keratosis remained associated with CHEK2 in the

analysis of women, but not in the subset of men. These as-

sociations in the sex-stratified, neoplasm-free analysis sug-

gest that the original associations were not secondary to

cancer treatment or diagnosed neoplasms, and that the he-

matological associations were not related to menopause

status, menstruation, or sex (Tables S14 and S15). Because

of the association between estrogen exposure and meno-

pause timing, we also tested all the ANM-associated variant

sets against estradiol levels, performing this analysis in the

neoplasm-free subset of women, excluding women

menstruating the day of assessment, and including
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100079, April 14, 2022 7



Table 1. Results for nine variant sets significantly associated with menopause timing

Gene Variant set
n carriers total
(nunrel)

n carriers postmenopause
(nunrel) Model Phenotype Statistic 95% CI p value

CHEK2 PTV and damaging
missense

1,820 (1,667) 1,059 (976) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.62 [0.58, 0.66] 3.32 3 10�51

linear ANM 1.49 y [1.24, 1.73] 1.54 3 10�32

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.37 [0.30, 0.45] 2.64 3 10�20

CHEK2 PTV only 835 (765) 467 (431) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.52 [0.47, 0.57] 1.87 3 10�41

linear ANM 2.22 y [1.86, 2.59] 2.04 3 10�32

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.26 [0.19, 0.36] 7.02 3 10�17

DCLRE1A PTV only 1,327 (1,213) 828 (769) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.77 [0.72, 0.83] 8.42 3 10�13

linear ANM 0.61 y [0.34, 0.89] 1.34 3 10�5

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.53 [0.41, 0.68] 7.51 3 10�7

DCLRE1A PTV and damaging
missense

3,164 (2,894) 2,004 (1,852) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.86 [0.82, 0.90] 3.18 3 10�11

linear ANM 0.35 y [0.17, 0.53] 1.38 3 10�4

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.69 [0.59, 0.81] 5.32 3 10�6

TOP3A PTV and damaging
missense

2,473 (2,239) 1,605 (1,452) Cox TTE HR ¼ 1.15 [1.09, 1.21] 7.59 3 10�8

linear ANM �0.45 y [-0.65, �0.25] 1.14 3 10�5

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 1.26 [1.05, 1.51] 1.10 3 10�2

HELB PTV and damaging
missense

1,099 (1,003) 675 (618) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.82 [0.75, 0.88] 5.68 3 10�7

linear ANM 0.63 y [0.32, 0.93] 6.52 3 10�5

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.49 [0.37, 0.65] 4.60 3 10�7

CLPB PTV and damaging
missense

1,536 (1,394) 1,039 (950) Cox TTE HR ¼ 1.17 [1.10, 1.25] 8.05 3 10�7

linear ANM �0.50 y [-0.75, �0.25] 8.84 3 10�5

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 1.34 [1.06, 1.68] 1.34 3 10�2

RAD54L PTV and damaging
missense

2,107 (1,908) 1,353 (1,222) Cox TTE HR ¼ 0.87 [0.82, 0.92] 2.37 3 10�6

linear ANM 0.35 y [0.13, 0.57] 1.92 3 10�3

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 0.70 [0.58, 0.86] 4.98 3 10�4

HROB PTV only 92 (86) 70 (66) Cox TTE HR ¼ 1.78 [1.40, 2.27] 2.91 3 10�6

linear ANM �2.27 y [-3.20, �1.33] 2.15 3 10�6

logistic meno. status OR ¼ 3.97 [1.40, 11.25] 9.34 3 10�3

Three tests are shown for each variant set: (1) time-to-event (TTE) analysis using Cox regression; resulting hazard ratio (HR) greater than 1 means carriers expe-
rienced earlier menopause (meno.) and less than 1 means carriers experienced later menopause; number of events analyzed is N carriers postmenopause; (2)
quantitative trait analysis of age of natural menopause (ANM) among postmenopausal women, using linear regression; resulting statistic is the modeled associ-
ation of carrier status with ANM; and (3) case-control analysis of menopause status at interview (pre- versus postmenopausal), using logistic regression; resulting
statistic is the odds ratio (OR), where values greater than 1 mean carriers were more likely to be postmenopausal at time of interview, and values less than 1 mean
carriers were more likely to be premenopausal at time of interview.
menopause status as a covariate in the linear model. No

association was detected between estradiol levels and any

of the ANM-associated variant sets (Table S16).

Mediation analysis of CHEK2 effects on menopause and

breast cancer

The association of CHEK2 variants with both breast cancer

and delayed menopause raised the question of the extent

to which this pleiotropy was mediated by the well-estab-

lished association between delayed menopause and breast

cancer. To distinguish between biological and mediated

pleiotropy, we performed causal mediation analysis. For

simplicity of the model, we used only the subset of women
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who were postmenopausal at the time of recruitment and

who reported an ANM. To further ensure that breast cancer

followed menopause and that genetic effects on ANM did

not confound the association between the age covariate

and follow-up time, we considered only breast cancer cases

versus breast cancer-free controls after the age of 60 years.

In this subset, we detected significant associations of

CHEK2 genotype with ANM, CHEK2 genotype with breast

cancer, and ANM with breast cancer (while controlling for

CHEK2 genotype), suggesting both a direct effect and

an indirect effect (via menopause delay) of CHEK2 geno-

type on breast cancer. Using PTVs only, which have the

largest estimated effect on breast cancer, we tested the
2



Figure 4. Flowchart of phenome-wide analyses of ANM-associated and breast-cancer-associated genes
significance of the unstandardized indirect effect using

1,000 bootstrapped samples and estimated the bootstrap-

ped indirect effect as 7.8% of the total effect (95% CI:

4.5%–16.5%; p < 2 3 10�16; Figure 6). The proportion

was similar when considering both PTVs andmissense var-

iants (7.1%mediated; 95%CI: 4.2%–14.1%; p< 23 10�16;

Figure S11).

Discussion

Genetic architecture of menopause timing

Deciphering the genetic control of menopause is important

for understanding the causal relationship between meno-

pause and associated disease risks. Association studies

have revealed many loci influencing menopause timing,

but themajority of association signals has consisted of com-

mon noncoding variants. In addition, these studies have

looked at only ANM in postmenopausal women, discarding

potentially useful information from the dichotomous trait

of whether women are post- or premenopausal at a given

age. To increase power and improve causal gene discovery,

we performed TTE analysis including both pre- and post-

menopausal women and used a large cohort of exome se-
Hum
quences from the UK Biobank to interrogate rare damaging

variants. The largest GWAS of menopause timing currently

in the GWAS catalog, from the ReproGen consortium, iden-

tified 44 associated loci, 29 of which included at least one

gene involved in DNA damage repair.11 However, common

coding variants identified causal genes unambiguously at

only five loci: EXO1 (MIM: 606063), REV3L (MIM:

602776), HELB, BRCA1, and MCM8, all of which encode

genes involved in DNA damage repair. Other associated

haplotypes harbored coding variants in PRIM1 (MIM:

176635), FANCI (MIM: 611360), GSPT1 (MIM: 139259),

NLRP11 (MIM: 609664), and SLCO4A1 (MIM: 612436),

but there were additional potential causal genes at these

loci; of these, two are involved in DNA damage repair. The

largest GWAS of menopause timing in non-European

ancestry women, performed in Japanese women, identified

additional associated loci with coding variants in GNRH1

(MIM: 152760), ZCCHC2, and ZNF518A (MIM: 617733).7

Our analysis identified rare coding variant associations

with menopause timing in six additional genes: CHEK2,

TOP3A, DCLRE1A, RAD54L, HROB, and CLPB. A recent

larger GWAS from the ReproGen consortium identified cod-

ing associations in CHEK2, but not the other five genes.34
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100079, April 14, 2022 9



Table 2. Selected associations of CHEK2 damaging variants with diagnoses and quantitative traits

Phenotype p Effect N

Platelet crit 2.12 3 10�49 beta ¼ 0.18 SD [0.16, 0.21] 5,311 carriers measured

Leukocyte count 1.28 3 10�33 beta ¼ 0.16 SD [0.13, 0.19] 5,311 carriers measured

C50: malignant neoplasm of breast 1.42 3 10�28 OR ¼ 1.93 [1.74, 2.17] 393 cases/221 expected

Neutrophil count 4.08 3 10�23 beta ¼ 0.13 SD [0.11, 0.16] 5,304 carriers measured

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 5.55 3 10�23 beta ¼ �0.12 SD [�0.15, �0.10] 5,311 carriers measured

Mean corpuscular volume 1.19 3 10�20 beta ¼ �0.12 SD [�0.14, �0.09] 5,311 carriers measured

C61: malignant neoplasm of prostate 1.26 3 10�13 OR ¼ 1.72 [1.50, 1.98] 256 cases/162 expected

D05: carcinoma in situ of breast 6.20 3 10�13 OR ¼ 2.17 [1.80, 2.64] 114 cases/54 expected

D25: leiomyoma of uterus 1.49 3 10�9 OR ¼ 1.48 [1.31, 1.68] 299 cases/206 expected

N40: hyperplasia of prostate 5.15 3 10�9 OR ¼ 1.41 [1.26, 1.59] 408 cases/314 expected

Erythrocyte count 3.47 3 10�8 beta ¼ 0.06 SD [0.04, 0.08] 5,311 carriers measured

C92: myeloid leukemia 1.24 3 10�7 OR ¼ 3.02 [2.13, 4.45] 32 cases/11 expected

L82: seborrheic keratosis 3.42 3 10�7 OR ¼ 1.31 [1.19, 1.46] 458 cases/358 expected

E282: polycystic ovarian syndrome 9.05 3 10�7 OR ¼ 2.92 [2.02, 4.30] 30 cases/10 expected

Associations shown are for CHEK2 PTVs and missense variants aggregated; all associations are also significant when considering CHEK2 PTVs only. Cases observed
are counted among the carriers; the expected value of case carriers is based on the prevalence of the disease and carrier frequency. p value and effect were ob-
tained from REGENIE.
Five of these six genes are involved with various aspects of

DNA damage repair.

The strong link between DNA damage repair genes and

menopause timing is not surprising given the role of

DNA damage repair and surveillance at every stage of the

development of oocytes.11,35 The size of the initial oocyte

pool at birth, along with the rate of atresia of oocytes

through life, influences the age at which the oocyte pool

is depleted to a number low enough to trigger amenorrhea
Table 3. Testing CHEK2-associated phenotypes with four other breast

Phenotype

Platelet crit

Leukocyte count

C50: malignant neoplasm of breast

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin

Lymphocyte count

Neutrophil count

D05: carcinoma in situ of breast

C61: malignant neoplasm of prostate

D25: leiomyoma of uterus

Erythrocyte count

E28.2: polycystic ovarian syndrome

N40: hyperplasia of prostate

C92: myeloid leukemia

L82: seborrheic keratosis

For uniformity of comparison, for all genes, PTVs only were aggregated and teste
aThe 95% confidence interval of the estimated effect is greater and nonoverlappi
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(approximately 1,000 remaining oocytes). The meiosis

that occurs in oocytes necessitates programmed double-

stranded breaks (DSBs) that must be repaired through the

homologous recombination pathway; oocytes that do

not properly repair DSBs after this first phase of meiosis un-

dergo apoptosis. Oocytes rest for decades in an arrested

meiotic state until ovulation, during which they accumu-

late additional DNA damage from exogenous insults; the

mouse ortholog of CHEK2 has been shown to cause
cancer genes

Associated breast cancer genes

CHEK2

CHEK2

BRCA2,a BRCA1,a PALB2,a CHEK2, ATM

CHEK2

CHEK2

CHEK2

BRCA2, PALB2, CHEK2, ATM

BRCA2, CHEK2, ATM

CHEK2

CHEK2

CHEK2

CHEK2

CHEK2

CHEK2

d. Genes were listed if the association was p < 0.05/56.
ng with the corresponding interval for CHEK2.
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Figure 5. Results of phenome-wide ana-
lyses of PTVs in CHEK2 and four other ca-
nonical breast cancer genes
Volcano plots for each gene show beta and p
value from REGENIE. Colored in red are he-
matological quantitative traits, colored in
blue are cancer and neoplasms (ICD10 co-
des beginning with letter C or D), and
colored in black are other traits.
oocytes to undergo apoptosis when they have experienced

damage from ionizing radiation.35,36

MR analysis of menopause-delaying alleles supports a

causal role of these variants in breast cancer risk, mediated

through prolonged exposure to endogenous estrogen.11

The plausibility of this causal mechanism is strongly sup-

ported by the fact that HRT is a risk factor for breast can-

cer.37 A recent report identified common-variant associa-

tions at CHEK2 and BRCA2 with ANM and followed up

these associations by testing for an association between

CHEK2 and BRCA2 pathogenic variants and menopause

timingamong45,351exome-sequencedwomen; theyfound

associations with later menopause (p ¼ 6.8 3 10�5) and

earlier menopause (p¼ 83 10�13), respectively.34 Although
Human Genetics and Genom
we find an association between BRCA2

PTVs and earlier menopause in our pri-

mary analysis (hazard ratio [HR] ¼
1.27; 95% CI: 1.12–1.44; p ¼ 2.8 3

10�4), this association is not genome-

wide significant and is no longer nomi-

nally significant when excluding any

women with a history of neoplasms or

gynecological surgery (HR ¼ 1.16; 95%

CI: 0.99–1.37; p ¼ 0.07), suggesting

that either the primary association

could be confounded by prophylactic

or therapeutic surgery in BRCA2 carriers

or that in this subgroup there is still a

bona fide association with BRCA2 that

we are underpowered to detect. The as-

sociation we observe between CHEK2

rare damaging variants and later meno-

pause timing is strong and genome-

wide significant evenat the level of indi-

vidual variants and is seen in additional

data not used in the discovery analysis.

Through causal mediation analysis, we

show for the first time that although

the predominant effect of CHEK2 path-

ogenic variants is directly on breast can-

cer risk, that risk would be slightly less if

it were not for their menopause-delay-

ing effect.

Novel CHEK2 biology

In addition to identifying associations

between rare damaging variants in
CHEK2 with menopause timing and replicating known as-

sociations with breast cancer,33 prostate cancer,31 and

myeloid leukemia,32 we find associations with many he-

matological measurements, such as increased leukocyte

counts and platelet crit, and associations with several diag-

noses: PCOS, uterine fibroids, prostate hyperplasia, and

seborrheic keratosis. These hematological associations

were first reported in an earlier analysis of the UK Biobank

exome data and were hypothesized to be secondary to can-

cer treatment15; however, we find that they exist in indi-

viduals with no diagnosed neoplasm. They are unlikely

to be secondary to menopause timing, because they persist

in bothmen andwomen, and they are seen amongwomen

even when correcting for menopause status at the time of
ics Advances 3, 100079, April 14, 2022 11



Figure 6. Mediation analysis of the proportion of CHEK2 PTV’s breast cancer effect mediated by delaying ANM
The bottom arrow shows themodeled total effect of CHEK2 genotype increasing risk for breast cancer after 60 years of age (from a logistic
regression model). The upper left arrow shows the modeled amount by which CHEK2 delays ANM (using linear regression among post-
menopausal women). The upper right arrow shows the modeled effect of delaying ANM by 1 year on risk for breast cancer after 60 years
of age (using logistic regression).
the blood assay. It is more likely, therefore, that these he-

matological changes arise through the same mechanisms

that predispose to myelodysplastic syndrome in CHEK2

mutation carriers.32 After TP53, CHEK2 was identified as

a second causal gene for Li-Fraumeni syndrome (MIM:

609265), which involves risk for many cancers.38,39 A com-

mon feature of the non-cancer diseases we find associated

with CHEK2 is that they all involve benign hyperprolifera-

tion of tissue. Although CHEK2 acts as a brake on prolifer-

ation in response to DNA damage, it may serve as a more

general negative regulator of mitosis in somatic cells

even in the absence of DNA damage.

Genetics and molecular biology of other ANM-

associated genes

HELB (helicase, DNA, B) encodes a helicase enzyme essen-

tial for DNA replication.40 Both common and rare variants

atHELBwere found to associate withmenopause timing in

the ReproGen study,11 and GWASs of hematological traits

have associated common variants at the locus with baso-

phil count.41,42

DCLRE1A (DNA crosslink repair protein 1a, also known

as the homolog of S. cerevisiae SNM1) encodes a protein

that repairs inter-strand crosslinks43; it has not been impli-

cated in any Mendelian syndromes or GWASs of complex

traits. Non-sense variants such as rs41292634 andmissense

variants such as rs11196530 both contribute to the ANM

association we identify with DCLRE1A, which was not de-

tected in prior GWASs of ANM. Although rs41292634 has

been reported as a candidate SNP in BRCA1- and BRCA2-

negative cancer families,44DCLRE1A has not been detected

in larger exome-sequencing studies.

TOP3A (DNA topoisomerase III alpha) encodes a protein

critical toDNAsynthesis by dissolvingdoubleHolliday junc-

tions after homologous recombination-mediated repair of

double-stranded DNA breaks.45,46 It has been implicated in

a recessive developmental disorder (MGRISCE2, related to

Bloom syndrome [MIM: 618097]) characterized by short
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stature and microcephaly. We find an ANM association at

TOP3A that is entirely explained by a rare missense variant

rs34001746, reported as likely benign inClinVar; this associ-

ation is the strongest rare variant association we detect with

earlier menopause. Consistent with the direction we detect,

TOP3A rs34001746 carriers are enriched in cases of POI not

included inourdiscoveryanalysis, andcarrierswhowerepre-

menopausal at their initial interview were more likely than

non-carriers to be postmenopausal at follow-up interviews.

CLPB (caseinolytic mitochondrial matrix peptidase

chaperone subunit B) encodes a mitochondrial chaperone

whose exact biological role is unknown; biallelic and some

monoallelic coding mutations cause the syndrome meth-

ylglutaconic aciduria type VII (MGCA7) (MIM: 616271),

characterized by neutropenia and disordered neurological

development.47–49 Common noncoding variants at CLPB

have been associated by GWASs with a variety of pheno-

types: height, scoliosis, blood pressure, and electrocardio-

graphic traits, none of which are related to the manifesta-

tions of MGCA7 or related to menopause timing.50–53 We

see no association between the ANM-associated set of

damaging missense and PTV variants and neutrophil

count at p < 0.05, and no associations besides menopause

timing are phenome-wide significant. CLBP is the gene

with the least prior knowledge tying the gene to meno-

pause or the established menopause-linked process of

DNA repair; however, its enrichment in women with POI

increases the likelihood that the ANM association we

observe is not due to chance.

The remaining loci, RAD54L and HROB, are genome-

wide significant in the individual genome-wide scans but

do not surpass a strict Bonferroni-corrected threshold for

having performed two genome-wide scans. Whether

such a conservative threshold is justified is debatable given

that variants were shared between the two scans, and they

were therefore far from independent tests. We chose to

follow up and report on these results in light of prior bio-

logical evidence, while noting that replication in a
22



different cohort would be critical before considering these

associations high confidence.

RAD54L (Rad54-like, named after its S. cerevisiae ortho-

log) encodes a protein involved in homologous recombina-

tion that binds tightly to Holliday junctions.54 Although

RAD54L has been proposed as a gene altered in the germ-

line in breast cancer,55,56 it has not been associated inmod-

ern exome-wide studies of breast cancer33 and consistent

with this, we do not observe an association with breast can-

cer in the UK Biobank. The ReproGen GWAS of ANM iden-

tified a noncoding association at the RAD54L locus; we

identify an independent rare variant association of later

ANM with missense rs28363218, which has not been re-

ported as pathogenic to ClinVar. We find that the associa-

tion of RAD54L with later ANM is confirmed by follow-

up interviews of initially premenopausal women.

HROB (homologous recombination factor with OB-fold,

recently renamed from C17orf53) encodes a protein that is

involved in homologous recombination by recruiting the

MCM8-MCM9 helicase after DNA damage.57 HROB-defi-

cient mice are infertile, with ovaries lacking follicles in fe-

males and defective sperm production in males. Missense

variants in MCM8 have been previously identified in

GWASs of ANM, and non-sense variants in MCM9 have

been implicated in POI (MIM: 616185).58 Although

HROB PTVs are exceedingly rare in our study (only 86 car-

riers), precluding power to replicate in our subgroup ana-

lyses, evidence from mouse phenotypes and the human

genetics of the epistatic MCM8 and MCM9 genes make

the association with HROB highly biologically plausible.

Limitations

The problems inherent in studies on self-reported recollec-

tion of age at menopause have been previously reported.1,

59 The accuracy of recall of age at menopause is known to

decrease with duration between menopause and the inter-

view. A bias toward ages divisible by five (40, 45, 50) is clear

from the distribution of ages and suggests low accuracy of

individual reports of ANM. Oral contraceptive use may

mask the onset of menopause but is so widespread that

excluding oral contraceptive users was infeasible for our

study.

Our exclusion of individuals with a history of neoplasm

or gynecological surgery relies on the hospital records, can-

cer registry, and questionnaire data. Because hospitaliza-

tion data extend only a limited time in the past and

because recollection of medical history is imperfect, some

people with prior cancer or surgery may have been

included in this subset, allowing for possible confounding.

To minimize artifacts from population stratification, we

limited our analysis to a predominantly European ancestry

sample, and other ancestry groups were too small in the UK

Biobank to perform sufficiently powered analyses of rare

variants. More genetically diverse studies are needed to

harness the power of variation outside of European

ancestry populations. In addition, although it was not an

explicit inclusion criterion, our study is likely to be heavily
Hum
enriched for cisgender women, rather than being inclusive

of all people who menstruate and experience menopause;

genetic quality control filters require concordance between

genetic and reported sex and exclude aneuploidies, and

participant exclusions encompass HRT and gynecological

surgeries.

Except for themost commonpathogenicCHEK2 variants

thathavebeen characterized in the context of breast cancer,

the other variants we identify as associating with ANM

remain to be tested functionally to validate bioinformatic

predictions. Experimental work is needed to verify that

these variants indeed disrupt protein function (in the case

ofmissense variants) or result in non-sense-mediated decay

of the principal message (in the case of PTVs).

Although we have attempted to use follow-up interviews

and extreme phenotypes to obtain additional evidence to

confirm the discoveries in data that were held out from

the initial analysis, a true replication would involve study

of a separate cohort that has both menopause information

and rare variant information from exome or whole-

genome sequencing. Such independent replication will

be critical to confirming the weaker evidence seen for asso-

ciations with RAD54L and HROB.
Conclusions

Our study of rare coding variants confirms findings from

previous GWASs highlighting a key role of DNA damage

repair proteins in genetic determination of menopause

timing. In addition to identifying coding variant associa-

tions at the CHEK2, HELB, and RAD54L loci previously

identified by GWAS, we identify novel associations at

TOP3A, DCLRE1A, CLPB, and HROB and confirm that

menopause timing is the sole phenome-wide significant

association for rare variants in these genes. CHEK2 also

appears to be highly pleiotropic beyond its known role

in breast cancer and other cancer syndromes, affecting

hematological traits, as well as conferring risk for non-

cancer disorders involving hyperproliferation of tissue,

such as PCOS, prostate hyperplasia, and seborrheic

keratosis.
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